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### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.!
    This original Jan 23, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines.!
Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and 
means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you, my 7.388 Billion people who I 
have always claimed as my own mankind.  Keith is Sanctified by the Holy Trinity.!!
 Saturday, Jan 23, 2016  blog cast of another famous Meetup that Keith has attended.!
This is also focus on http://www.UNITYurl.com that currently has 8 members for past 6 months since 
conception back in June 2015.!!
Garrick Bercero Host. Nickname: Red.  FilipinoFreeThinkers.org  !
Pepe. Leader. !
Ulysses.  about 28 year old. speaks ~ 6 languages, big on calligraphy writing scripts.!
Ritz  -Young 26 yold lady. !
Patrick,  32ye Buddest Catholic. Kabudist (combo). !
Nick  38 yo. Psychologist at hospital. in biz for 23 years.!
BK  agnostgic atheist . Dog owner. !
John. 28 yr old. Bought life insurance. sister sells dog clothes. !
Mach. 25 yr old next to host. !
Justin -Atheist. !
Carolina  Grad school student. very good english. Mster in physchology. grew up in Canada. un!
   LGTB  -Anti.  owns huskey.!
Bill. !
Per.   like Pierre. Norway. atheist. !
Nick -athesist. !!
Dewey Agnostics-Atheist. Most friends are evangelist christians. !
Joseph -glasses. 26 years old.   atheists. !
  !
  Ex minister of INC. !
News round. !!
Topics:!
- Demisexuality [http://demisexuality.org/articles/what-is-demisexuality/ ]!
- Koreans hosting fake funerals to lower suicide rates [http://filipinofreethinkers.org/2016/01/16/
korean-living-funerals-ff-podcast/ ]!
- Christian Atheism [http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christian-chiakulas/what-does-it-mean-to-be-a-
christian-atheist_b_8866378.html ]!
- Raunchy Topic of the Week!!
Fake funerals tend to help others understand that people actually DO care. Watch the video avow 
from our host at this FilipinoFreeThinkers.org   The topic is about Suicide,  It is a Cry for help, often to 
try to hurt those who have dominated them and harmed them.  It is a crime to attempt suicide in many 
nations.  It is also a cry for attention to see if anyone actually cares. In USA, it is common practice to 
force some in agitated stated into a government run mental hospital, drug the living hell out of them, 
and extend their misery since their original agitation is never addressed.  It causes MORE drug 
addicts that are a huge burden to the rest of society,!
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How do I know this? Because of so, so many felony crimes committed against me, the criminals used 
the Mental health corrupt system to attempt to prevent their own criminal investigations and 
subsequent very long prison time.   It also resulted in my own murder/assassination by the #1 terrorist 
super criminal Robert Dee Rose and many other high powered USA government officials who are 
hiding under the rock fortress of the most corrupt government agencies in world history.!!!
topic swings to suicide initiated by disease such as cancer.!
NEXT topic is so DEAR to my heart. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christian-chiakulas/what-does-it-
mean-to-be-a-christian-atheist_b_8866378.html!

Here is the excerpt : !
Many progressive Christians believe in what they call "panentheism," the belief that A.) the 

universe is within God, and B.) God is still greater than the universe. I at one point accepted this view, 
but I am afraid even it no longer holds sway for me.!!

Bishop John Shelby Spong long ago welcomed "the death of theism" and what it meant for 
Christianity (see his A New Christianity For A New World), and in that most literal sense, I can finally 
accept and embrace that I am a Christian atheist.  Yes, I believe in the Divine. I believe in the Sacred, 
in what Spong calls the Ground of All Being, in that in which we live and move and have our being. If 
that is what you mean by God, then yes, I believe in God.!!

But in a theistic deity, even a mind-bogglingly transcendent being that encapsulates the entire 
universe and more? I cannot, with all my reason and spiritual acumen, conceive of such a being. God 
is not a being, but Being itself.  The world, this universe, is all that there is for us. Through Jesus of 
Nazareth, Jesus Christ, we experience transcendental Being, spiritual alertness, and the power of 
ultimate love.!!

This is why Jesus's worldly message of distributive economic and social justice is so important. 
The living God, not the theistic God of the past, connects and surrounds us all, and as long as some 
among us live in poverty, in destitution, in oppression, we fall short of the glory of God, of our ultimate 
potential. To put it shortly: the Social Gospel is spiritual.  I'm sure I will still traffic with the progressive 
Christian movement (they're a welcoming lot, for the most part) and support its emergence in the 
world of American Christianity. It is the next step towards a new theology, a new approach to the 
spiritual, and hopefully, a truly just and egalitarian world. A world where everybody has enough, a 
world free from the white supremacist capitalist hetero-patriarchy, a world where reason, science, and 
progress lead to the betterment of all humankind.!!

The kind of world Jesus wanted. “   End of article. !!
Over the centuries of debate about the existence or nonexistence of a definable GOD image, what is 
the end result.  The discussion group speaks about the labeling of judgmental groups.  The true 
answer lies in the heart and soul of every person.  The Consciousness of man is the true answer to 
religious belief systems. Since there is always an origination point for everything we experience, there 
is also a defined journey for each of until we reach the end of each era and transition.!!
  Our Garrick Bercero Host. speaks about the quadrants of Agnostic, Atheists, Gnostic, and Theist !
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Full Definition of theism. : belief in the existence of a god or gods; specifically : belief in the existence 
of one God viewed as the creative source of the human race and the world who transcends yet is 
immanent in the world.!
     Progressive Christianity is a paradigm of conservative Christianity. The dogma of religious and 
pure logical belief systems can be harmonized quite easily.    Full Definition of freethinker!!
    :  one who forms opinions on the basis of reason independently of authority; especially :  one who 
doubts or denies religious dogma.!
! Secular means not Religious. It does not mean separation of church and state. Reality dictates 
that each of us must live in the reality of our world.  Mystics is a person who seeks by contemplation 
and self-surrender to obtain unity with or absorption into the Deity or the absolute, or who believes in 
the spiritual apprehension of truths that are beyond the intellect.  !!
##### !
The next topic is about the Sex Trade and Prostitution.!
   I did a brief voice recording on my description.  In Philippines, a girl from age 13 to 18 is seduction. 
Below 13 is automatic statutory Rape.   Sex and prostitution are other qualifications of man made 
laws. One of our group members is a lawyer and describes some of the basic philippine laws. !
    The basic economic model is about Supply and Demand. Sex Workers is a glazed over 
terminology about prostitution. There are a few voice recordings of Keith Duncan and others speaking 
about these topics.  If sex for pay was the only issue, it would not be an issue for almost anyone. The 
actual second and subsequent world wide evil are the other crimes that are initiated by prostitution. 
These include blackmail, extortion, physical harm and murder, drug/alcohol use, and ruined 
relationships of the basic family and community values and morals.  !
! The social issue is also about unwanted pregnancy.  In USA, this is a huge entrapment into 
poverty and extreme downstream social issues that can last generations.  Abortion and fatherless 
children and even orphans are a huge world wide issue.  !
! Many people do not have a choice about being a sex worker or not. It is purely driven by 
pressure from others, survival needs, human trafficking, and many other aspects of pure raw 
unadulterated  greed.  Brief definition of BRO Job. Or MSM. Men Sex with Men. These are often NOT 
gay, they just are a release without the complications of a person of other sex. !
! DEFINE: A demisexual is a person who does not experience sexual attraction unless they form 
a strong emotional connection with someone. It's more commonly seen in but by no means confined 
to romantic relationships. The term demisexual comes from the orientation being "halfway between" 
sexual and asexual.!
! The discussions are ranging the entire gamut of different attraction terms. This age group is 
mostly 20 year olds up to about 40.  They all speak with honesty about their personal experiences 
and their definitions and labeling of life journeys.   A true key to the best relationships will always be 
frank and direct conversations between two interested parties. This is exactly what I have done in 
each of my own heterosexual relationships. Sex can be viewed in religious terms as the ‘Holy Grail’ a 
gift to each other. !
! Many voice recordings are available so the world can actually engage into fulltime DIALOG. 
This is also the basis for all my ministries.  There really is no subject that is off limits between two or 
more people. it clears the air about misconceptions and enables all of us to come into the One 
Degree of Separation that I have restored to get rid of the tower of Babble, Babylon.  !
! This is the type of Meetup group that changes world history.   This was the design of the prime  
universal Meetup Chapter of: !
     http://www.UNITYurl.com !
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! !!
###  Jan 22, 2015 world rebroadcast. To all people.  SaviorKeith.com Keith Duncan!!
http://Www.kshama.me  is on line.!

You are the first to see this last updated world saving diagram.  Keith Duncan. I AM WHO I AM.!
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 Friday, Jan 22, 2016!
   Until humanity directly addresses the evil people of our world, they are doomed to be enslaved by 
the Criminal Ruling Elite who are so, so obvious to see.  All the latest news and statistical evidence 
seen by anyone clearly proves the reality of all these situations of extreme greed, lust for power, and 
the human trafficking of the lowest levels of society by the 1 percent-ors and underground perfect 
ClearCollarCrime.com criminal enterprises such as FineHomeTechnologies.com and 
www.AgileLaw.com .  Do I really need to fly back to USA, gather a few hundred, perhaps thousands 
of persons to go FIND Robert Dee Rose and personally deliver him in shackles, chains, and bright 
red prison jump suit to the FBI headquarters or AG offices in Atlanta Georgia. This will be so easy to 
accomplish when anyone sees and acts on any of the criminal’s own evidence I legally acquired and 
turned over to each law enforcement agency and my own lawyers, churches, and press for now +8 
years.!
 !
Each time over these past 8 years when I delivered all the criminals evidence to law enforcement, 
they soon reject it, never return calls, never do follow-up and clearly contact these criminals and are 
subsequently paid off to destroy the evidence. The law enforcement officers retaliated by threatening 
me to NOT contact them any more thinking fear and direct intimidation will work since everyone now 
knows the  FBI and AG are castrated and prostituted with so many corrupt politicians and internal 
policies that actively protect criminal enterprises.  This is the ultimate criminal enterprise that is so 
easy to see when examining any of the signatures of court orders, warrants, court transcripts, 
mandated and passed laws, and all the other complex paper chase conspiracies that are hidden from 
the public view.!!
  Here is todays summary.!!
Jan 22, 2016 world rebroadcast. To all people.  builtByKeith.com!
Keith Duncan  http://Www.builtBykeith.com  and www.kshama.me  is on line. Translate into all 
languages and contact all major news media broadcast stations, government officials, and all 
churches as I have done for now  8 long years of hell of injustice starting Jan 14, 2008 regarding 
super criminal terrorist  http://www.theLastTerrorist.com Robert Dee Rose, DOB 1971-April-01 in 
Atlanta, Georgia USA who is probably a billionaire by now.!!
   I watched a new movie about end of world survivors while I add the last transition to 
SolutionGovernment.com  from ballot box voting to electronic voting at cell phone level.  So easy to 
change our entire world with public doing what I command....  Why waste words, I have stated for a 
really long time......!!
    7 biblical days left before I arrive back in Hong Kong.  I added top paragraph change to Home 
http://www.UNIocracy.com  and voting transition method to SolutionURL.com  for mankind to be their 
own survivors by eliminating the criminal ruling elite....  So they can finally prosper and thrive with full 
transparency by protecting the rights of all others.....  Send this out on your own Facebook page. 
Make your plans on what you will do next.  I truly need you with me everyday.... As my partner 
evangelical missionaries teaching our mutual world how to behave.....!!
! I trust the entire world will actually put into common standard practice all of the solutions in 
these world wide broadcast short videos. I send these to the world over the domain of Internet these 
past 8 years as gifts to all of humanity known as the Book Of Life.!
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   I am still contacting as many people as possible this entire time. I stay active every day.  The last 
and most powerful evidence is now on original www.kshama.me unbiblical terms.  Please read and 
give feedback.!
 !  For the governments, it is all about the money, fear, and intimidation.  They are the Philistines 
and terrorists of today in clear language.  They worship power and greed.   All these irrefutable facts I 
show and teach our entire world.  Therefore, these are the most powerful testimonies of all time.!
        HE, my Father, and so many others are part of my master salvation plan. I have already re 
established almost all the solutions to our world.  Note....partial of 3 more years of full time work 2011!
through 2013 were destroyed by an ex wife of the nephew of Billy Graham 2 months ago when she 
burned all my possessions I stored in my big SUV still sitting in western USA.   I do not cry about it.  
Or worry as it will not restore what was burned.!
      Just keep the publicity campaign alive.  Use my contact lists and your own  to personally call all 
churches, press, government agencies, news media, tom Grundy at hongkongFp.com and scmp.com 
and all other major news broadcasters.  Contact JIL (Jesus Is Lord) JILWorldWide.org leadership and 
ask for Joel Villanueva and bishop Eddie to call me directly.  All part of God and my grand strategy to 
complete my FATHER Christ mission.  I publish this also, just like almost everything else I write.!
      I am so so so bored.  I am watching world news events like Islam and Christian wars occurring in 
so many countries like Paris Nov 13, 2015 130 people dead, Seeds of Terror CBSnews broadcast 
series.  These include the current historical blizzard in USA, all these political campaigns full swinging 
at each other all about power, prestige, and drain of my citizens assets into the coffered coffin bank 
vaults of so many underground criminal networks.!
   During this entire time, I have been teaching our entire world how to identify, isolate, and literally 
shun all persons who commit crimes and are not contributing to the overall benefit of their own 
communities.  Think of evangelist Billy Graham, Gandhi, Mother Teresa, Moses, Abraham, Jesus 
Christ, Martin Luther, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Philippine Jose Rizal, Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., Andrew J Young and all other great fore-founder ideologists concentrated into one so,Italy 
voice and should of freedom for all of humanity.  This is SaviorKeith.com after FollowKeith.com, 
BuiltByKeith.com, rescueKeith.com, creatorKeith.com sequential creation of the world’s first solution 
series that save mankind from its own predatory greed and self genocide orchestrated by the criminal 
ruling elite.!
   This is all about total justice, equality, and righteousness conducted and commanded by all citizens.  
Therefore, very little government is needed at all.   Treat them all as highly paid consultants as this is 
what I have always been.  If they refuse to do their jobs to,obtain completed solutions, kick their liver 
bellied souls back on the streets until,they can learn how to actually earn an honest living.   Tell 
everyone the true state of our world by sharing these prime words and acts of wisdom with everyone 
you meet.!!!
Thursday, Jan 21, 2016.!
6750 Ayala Avenue, Makati, Philippines is where i looked for really nice condo $20 Mill Pesos for 2 
bedroom - about $400,000 USD cash price. I also  toured a 5 bedroom mini-mansion with swimming 
pool about 550 sq meters right below the airport for $24 Mill Pesos.!!
Now I am at Microsoft Manila Philippines headquarters for the Meetup Entrepreneur startup group.  
Alan is one of the organizers.  Philip Smithson.  Director OnOffGroup.com  63 947890-6034  
phil@onOffGroup.com  About 120 persons of most young age are here to share their experiences in 
startups and being successful. The first lady, name Aisa, speaks about spending 2 years of her time 
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traveling the Philippines researching the needs of her people. Many have no electricity, no fresh water 
supply, and very poor means of traveling for commerce.  Aisa and Raphael Mijeno!
     She uses salt and water to create light. SaLT is Startup Alternative Lighting.  Incubated in 2013, 
Alta and her brother Raphael created the Salt Lantern.  It is a form of a simple battery that costs 
about $20 USD.  They took the risk to create a sustainable product that addresses a basic need of 
millions of people.  Upon acceptance into the startup program IDEA SPACE, they went through the 
different business formation stages to go into production with all the required components to be 
successful.  They were almost bankrupt.!
! Every person in the world deserves the absolute rights to start their own company, run their 
own life, and be as independent from corporate greed executives and rampantly corrupt governments 
that literally drain the tax dollars and asset out of the free trade commerce market.!
! The presented at the APEC event including in front of USA President Obama back in 
November 2015.    http://manila.coconuts.co/2015/11/18/apec-spotlight-pinay-who-created-lamp-runs-
saltwater   Here is the article.!
    Aisa Mijeno — an engineer and environmental advocate and faculty member of Engineering at De 
La Salle University-Lipa — was thrust into the global limelight at the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC) Summit on Wed, Nov 18.   "Mijeno co-founded Sustainable Alternative Lighting 
(SALT), a company that makes innovative lamps powered by saltwater. She was part of a panel 
discussion that also included US President Barack Obama and Chinese billionaire Jack Ma who built 
Alibaba, China’s biggest e-commerce platform," reports Doris Dumlao-Abadilla in Philippine Daily 
Inquirer.  The report noted: "Mijeno conceptualized the saltwater-powered lamp after living with the 
natives of the Butbut tribe in Kalinga who relied only on kerosene lamps and moonlight to do evening 
chores.”    The SALT lamp "uses saline solution or even ocean water and can operate for about eight 
hours for lighting or cellphone charging.”     The report revealed that "Obama cited Mijeno, the CEO of 
SALT, as a fine example of 'young entrepreneurs coming out with leapfrog technologies.’"!!
http://business.inquirer.net/202783/filipina-entrepreneur-shines-at-apec  Their prime issue is again, 
marketing and finding qualified investors to scale up profitable production. !
! !
uemy.com Peerby.com  ICarsClub.com   #5 tarlan   travel guide mobile app.!!
Founders course. 3.5 % profit sharing for members who go through course. !
1. Orientation, 2. ision, research, revenue, nurturing, mentor peer idea review,!
2. Business, startup legal, team, product, mentor progress, review,  

Launch sales, etc. !!
Wednesday, Jan 20, 2016.!
So many felony crimes have been committed by so many. No honest persons have been yet to be 
found to represent any of the rights of my people.  These include Constitutional law, u.s.c. Statues of 
law, civil rights, and spiritual rights.  Details are broadcast to the world so the public can rise up in 
reformation of Gods word to finally bring down all criminals  with the world's most powerful testimony,!
their own evidence....... And the principals of integrity that are truly the legitimate and legal heart of all 
true governments and society.!
  Each criminal has been legally notified of their many crimes and commanded to turn themselves in.  
Only a few criminals left to be exposed to the military and what is left of the USA government law 
enforcement and judicial slave trading industries.!
  Feel free to re broadcast any of these truths, as that is exactly what I have done starting in full 
strength on Jan 15, 2008 when Robert Dee Rose threatened my life in vain attempt to keep my own 
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$109,800 USD cash for his other criminal enterprises I have shown since that tragic period of extreme 
crimes against humanity.!!
The USA and many other governments are on imminent verge of total collapse. When this does 
occur, either the SolutionMilitary.com will be the sole solution or the criminal ruling elite will complete 
the enslavement and genocide of my 7.395 billion people.!!!!
Monday, Jan 18, 2016.  I have a new ministry partner Emmanuel Jongo!!
I just cross marketed his wonderful ministries on www.WorldSchoolFund.com and now on http://
www.SolutionURL.com as trusted partners.  That is what this is also all about in secular as well as 
non-secular religious marketing campaign of all time in history.!
 !
A recent partner Ministry is www.HtnBF.org  Emmanuel Jongo EJjongo@htnbf.org  in 
Mondovia Liberia.  Click:  http://www.htnbf.org/Finance%20FAQs.html   +(231)8861-81809 
cell. They need immediate funding, physical gifted resources, and partners to educate 
orphans, provide self-sufficient businesses for widows, disabled, and impoverished as 
+450,,000 people (mostly men) were killed 1987 through 2003 in 2 bloody civil wars over pure 
GREED.  Click reference  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Liberian_Civil_War   More:  
Emmanuel Jongo is personal witness to these wars that are always caused by criminal 
predatory greed from internal as well as outside Criminal Ruling Elite groups. These are 
Crimes against Humanity of self-genocide of many generations. Clearly, all Military and 
United Nations refused to INTERVENE. This is SolutionUNI.com and SolutionMilitary.com 
along with full scale transparency of all governments and corporations that eliminate all 
underground criminal cabal enterprises. !!
+1-443-7415737 that is Jane.  Number in USA. Partners in Christ with Emmanuel. !!
Meditation notes!
John 3:16 - for God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten son that whosoevr believes in 
Him should not perish bt have an everlasting life...!!
We were strangers, orphans, sinners, sheep scattered everywhere without a good shepherd,  
confused, without a place to call our home,  hopeless. We were as good as nothing and perishing and 
God out of His great mercy and compassion send His only begotten son, out of His selfless love to 
die on the cross for our sins. For us to be children of the most high God,  God's friends, heirs, free 
thru the blood of Jesus Christ.!!
Romans 8:15-16!
For you did not receive the spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, but you have received the Spirit of 
adoption as sons,  by whom we cry Abba Father.  The spirit himself bears witness with our spirit that 
we are children of God.!!
Sunday, Jan 17, 2016. !
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The previous blog world broadcast was 67 pages long. It was accumulation of most of December 
2015 until Jan 15, 2016.  So I start fresh again using http://www.SolutionFinal.com !
! I am now at Canyon Woods in Tagaytay Philippines on Sunday, Jan 17, 2016. I am at the 
country club lodge overlooking the volcano sitting in the middle of Taal Lake surrounded by high 
mountains.  It is 8 am.  There are literally and virtually few world problems at any level that I have not 
systematically solved over my lifetime. I have been most humbly submitting these for the world to use 
this entire time. No great dead deed should ever go unpunished. That is how I truly feel. For I have 
been teaching our entire world how to save itself from it’s own devious and often satanic greed of 
power, money, lust, and other severe idle worshipping ways. !
! How odd that this entire time, almost every single possible crime has been committed against 
myself, and not a blasted or bloody soul cares or notices. The only left crime would be murder, 
assassination, and/or martyrdom.  A similar extreme sequence of crimes and events occurred to my 
God Father Christ Jesus as well as many other fore-founders and biblical figure heads.   !
! Actually, being murdered or assassinated might be a very welcome relief. Even retired 
Reverend Ambassador/Atlanta mayor/MLK partner Andrew J Young stated a similar conclusion when 
I video recorded him on Oct 14, 2014. He said the he was ‘mad as hell at MLK because Martin went 
to heaven and left all the rest of ‘us’ here in hell’.  This is similar to how I feel. I have very few people 
who have the IQ to comprehend what I have experienced in the most extreme vindictive persecution. 
Fewer understand the cruelty and depravity of those who have been committing these crimes against 
humanity, Constitutional Rights Violations, civil liberty abuses, and violating so many U.S.C Statues of 
Law.!
! Everything that could be stated has been described, published, and deployed on the variety of 
websites that are hosted on God’s Domain and Dominion of http://www.IseeIunderStand.com!
! All of these gifted Acts Of Wisdom have been accomplished through extensive tens of 
thousands of personal efforts and man-hours since they clearly change the course of world history. 
Yet absolutely NOTHING will avert the self-destruction of mankind except the massive re-education of 
my 7.39 Billion people on how to actually take care of each other to ensure their own legacy survival.!
! I have deeply reflected and contemplated all aspects of the human conditions.  No criminal 
stone has been left unturned and exposed to the light of GOD and the logical reasoning of mankind 
as well as the interactions of the rest of God’s creations. I have even been accused of writing 
sentences that were too long. Oh, how absorbingly absurd.  For I am writing my heart in the language 
of love for all of humanity just like I speak verbally to our entire world. Why waste the extra periods … 
and the extra space between sentences. !
! Yet our world most often has to have problems and solutions broken down in to step by step, 
black and white procedures, guidelines, and often rubbish heap piles of regulations, laws, and 
directives on what to do, how to do it, when, and who is responsible.  It reminds me of the recent 
major issue I have in my rental home of about 20 square meters. There are the fastest little micro 
army ants that scout around for the tiniest morsel of food.  Often it only takes 30 minutes before a 
massive attack line of ants swarm over anything I have located in my room. The only safe place is 
hanging the delicacies on a coat hanger on a wire, similar to the anti-bear and varmint protection we 
did when I was a Boy Scout from age 11 to 21 (Explorer level).!
! This morning there are easily 100 people in family groups enjoying a big breakfast buffet here 
at the lodge overlooking the lake and mountains. They are a rare breed since a very small percentage 
of humanity has the affordable luxury of having food service rather. Most spend a majority of their 
time looking for basic nourishment, safety from predators (the human and animal categories), shelter, 
the accumulation and protection of basic necessities, and related issues of survival. !
! The other classification of humans are the criminal predators. Their overall mission in life is the 
mass accumulation of other peoples assets at any cost. This is their purpose in life to live as evil 
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kingdom builders persecuting, prostituting, and even canabilizing their own kind. Like a praying 
mantis, they are the survival of the fittest. This even includes eating their own young.  !!
! Martin Luther King day is Monday, Jan 18, 2016.  How appropriate as I have been tracking the 
world’s major events extensively for decades now. Not only do I study the history of our world in clear, 
competent, and concise ways, I create and record historical events as fast as possible using the 
same technology I helped develop since my days at N.C.S.U. Raleigh N.C. USA as freshman in 
Computer Science and Electronic Engineering 1976-1981 period.!!
! Over this entire time, what is most bizarre about the human nature is the inability for almost 
everyone to focus on matters of worldly importance. Most also have an extreme problem with 
focusing on more than one topical subject at a time. Worry, fear, and self-conditioning are part of the 
root problems that are re-educated and managed with a few simple solutions shown on http://
www.SelfProStick.com video demonstration of mind mapping and use of technology to create new 
memory pathways of learning that supersede the old force information into the brains of children 
methods that are so engrained in our education systems.  MOODLE.com helps overcome these 
extreme limitations as well as http://www.TeamMoneyMachine.com that was ready for mass 
distribution way back in summer of 2011 before I was so severely persecuted and yes, kidnapped 
multiple times so criminals could destroy their own evidence, deprive me of all my assets, and hoped 
I would die in HELL-JAIL so they could continue their own crime sprees against thousands, even 
millions of my own people.!
! It is 9 am now and time for me to tour more of these wonderful islands.  http://www.IFJC2.com 
is also a key component of total world reformation of GOD, my Father’s world. !!
Keith!!
Welcome to http://www.UNIocracy.com with SolutionGovernment.com removing all Political Criminals 
and preventing almost all crimes in the first place. This occurs with full transparency and oversight by 
all citizens to remove criminals from leadership and underground criminal enterprises.!
   Use http://www.BuiltByKeith.com now as the worlds first clearinghouse of all major world problems, 
issues, conflicts, and even preventing world genocide. !
  http://www.TheTruthVault.com  http://www.StNicksList.com provide video education on the true 
causes of the evil and the solutions to prevent all terrorists and criminals from prospering through 
deception and racketeering. !
    Key is the Free Video based eBook at http://www.TeamMoneyMachine.com   to Change your own 
world economies by training youth and all others to create their own businesses to be financially 
independent now. !
    Download and read the video based eBook TeenPenny.com  (Filipino version) and generate profit 
providing services and products as you own your own future.  SolutionGovernment.com removes all 
POLITICAL CRIMINALS. New governments form with new honest, integrity driven people That would 
be YOU, my 7.39 Billion People.  Even SolutionHousing.com  and SolutionUNI.com  transform our 
world by removing Politics from Governments and corporations run by the Criminal Ruling Elite. 
EVERYTHING is shown on clearinghouse!

        http://www.BuiltBykeith.com!
for our entire world to remove crime once and for all. This includes taxation of the honest with zero 
representation.    https://youtu.be/6tBctvldLGU
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